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Any one counter language that is not nonterminal  bounded must  contain an infinite 
regular set; every generator of the family of one counter languages must  contain an 
infinite regular set. Any language that is in the substitut ion closure of the l inear and 
one  counter languages but is not derivation bounded must  contain an infinite regular set. 
The Chomsky-Schiitzenberger Theorem established the Dyck set on two letters 
as a generator of the family of context-free languages [3]. Since then several facts 
have been learned about context-free generators, primarily that they have many 
of the nice features of the Dyck sets [8, 11]. It was shown that the family of context- 
free languages which are not generators is a full AFL  closed under substitution [8]. 
The exact identity of this full AFL  remains an open question. One simple guess 
was the following (subsequently disproved [15]). 
Conjecture 1. A context-free language is either a generator of the family of 
context-free languages or it belongs to the substitution closure of the linear and 
one counter languages. 
Let ~ be the substitution closure of the linear context-free languages and 5t the 
substitution closure of the linear and one counter languages. Although one can use 
AFL  theory to obtain a very short proof that there are context-free languages not 
in .~, it is generally a tedious matter to give a complete proof that a particular language 
is not in ~ (cf. [13, 14] for example), and even harder to show that a language is 
not in Y.  In this note we offer a simple condition under which a language not in 
cannot be in 5 P. Namely, a language that does not contain an infinite regular set 
cannot be in J --  ~.  This follows easily from our main result: a one counter language 
that does not contain an infinite regular set (IRS) must be nonterminal bounded. 
This condition (no subset is both infinite and regular) which we may call the 
IRS condition, turns up in other connections when studying the structure of the 
family of context-free languages. One example is the result in [11] that a context-free 
language which satisfies the IRS condition is uniformly erasable if and only if it 
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is erasable. This offers a quick proof that the family of context-free languages is 
uniformly erasable. 
Let us now introduce some formal definitions and notation. 
DEFINITION 1. A context-free grammar is a quadruple G = (V, Z, P, S) where 
V is a finite set of symbols, 27 C V, S ~ V - -  27 and P is a finite subset of (V - -  27) • V*. t 
I f  (Z, 3') ~ P, we write Z -~ y; for u, v ~ V*, we write uZv ~ uyv and let *=> be the 
reflexive transitive closure of :>. The language L( G) ~- {w ~ 27* i S *~ w} is a context- 
free language. A derivation from S, S ~ w 1 ~ w a ~ "" ~ wn is k-bounded if 
] h(w,)l ~ k for 1 ~ i ~ n, where h is the homomorphism given by h(Z) -~ Z for 
Z ~ V - -  Z and h(A) = e for A ~ 27. ~ If  every derivation from S is k-bounded, then 
G and L(G) are nonterminal bounded of rank k; they are linear if they are nonterminal 
bounded of rank 1 and nonterminal bounded if they are nonterminal bounded of 
rank k for any k. The grammar G is derivation bounded if there is a k such that every 
word in L(B) can be obtained from S in a k-bounded derivation; then L(G) is also 
called derivation bounded. 
DEFINITION 2. Let 27 be finite and for each a in 27, let ~-(a) be a language. Let 
r(e) = {e). Let r(al"" an) = r(al) "'" r(an), ai ~ 27and forL _ 27* let r(L) = (3weL ~-(w). 
Let ~a be a family of languages. I f each ,(a) is in ~P for a E 27, then ~- is an .Z-substitu- 
tion; if each ~-(a) is regular, then 7 is a regular substitution. I f r(L) is in ~a whenever 
L is in .W and r is an oW-substitution, then .L~  is substitution closed; the substitution 
closure of ~ is the least substitution closed family of languages containing .LP. 
The nonterminal bounded languages [1] have also been called the ultralinear 
languages [7]. The family of derivation bounded languages, sometimes called quasi- 
rational [13], standard matching choice [14], or finite index [2], is equal to ~,  the 
substitution closure of the linear context-free languages [6, 13, 14]. 
DEFINITION 3. A semiAFL is a family of languages containing at least one non- 
empty set and closed under union, nonerasing homomorphism, inverse homomorphism 
and intersection with regular sets. An ~IFL is a semiAFL closed under concatenation 
and Kleene +.  A full semiAFL (full AFL) is a semiAFL (AFL) closed under homo- 
morphism. For a language L, let ~t'(L) (~(L ) ,  ~-(L), ~(L ) )  be the least semiAFL 
(full semiAFL, AFL ,  full AFL)  containingL. A languageL is erasable if o~-(L) = o~(L); 
it is uniformly erasable if it is erasable and whenever o~(L) = ~a~(L1) , then L 1 is 
erasable, s 
1 For a language L, L + is the closure of L under concatenation, and L* ~ L + ~) {e} where e 
is the empty tape. 
2 For a word w, I w I is the length of w. 
8 This definition of uniformly erasable isa somewhat simplified version of the definition in [11] 
since we are not interested here in the difference between erasable and m-erasable. 
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For our purposes we can define the family of one counter languages as the least 
full AFL  containing the language L 0 generated by S- -~ SS ,  S- -~ aSd, S - -~ e (cf. 
[10] for justification). I t was shown in [9] that L 0 is erasable and so o~-(L0) is the family 
of one counter languages. I f  ~(L )  = ~(L0)  , we shall call L a generator of the one 
counter languages. Similarly, a generator of the context-free languages is a language 
L such that o~(L) is the family of all context-free languages. Since the family of 
context-free languages does have an erasable generator meeting the IRS condition, 
it is simple to prove that every context-free generator is erasable and hence the family 
of context-free languages i  uniformly erasable. The analogous result for one counter 
languages was established in [11] by a lengthy and complicated proof. Our main 
result shows that this is unavoidable--no generator of the one counter languages 
can meet the IRS condition. 
Our proof will be based on the characterization of one counter languages just 
given. Let us first introduce some specialized notation. 
DEFINITION 4. Let f be the homomorphism from {a, d}* into the integers under 
addition defined by f (a )  = 1 and f (d )  = --1. Let g and /z be defined by g(w) 
Max{f  (z) ] z ~ Init(w)} and /z(w) = Min{f(z)  [ z ~ Init(w)} where Init(w) = {z [ 3y, 
zy  = w). 
Then we can express L o as: 
L 0 = {w E{a, d)* r / (w)  - -  0 = ~(w)). 
Every one counter language can be expressed as a finite state transduction 4 of 
(LoC)* [10]. We shall first establish our result for languages of the form L 0 n R with 
R regular; then it is very easy to obtain the result for the general case. 
We shall need some special arguments about words in L 0 and certain regular sub- 
stitutions. 
DEFINITION 5. For t ~ l, let Rt = (w ~L  o [ 0 ~ g(w) <~ t}, and let the sub- 
stitution r~ be given by 
rt(a) = RtaRt ,  
and 
Let 
"ct(a ) = R~Rt .  
Lt = Lo n (a'd*) ~. 
4 A finite-state transducer is a tuple M = (K, Z, A, H, qo, F) for K, 27, and A finite sets (of 
states, input symbols and output symbols, respectively), q0 E K, F _C K and H C K x 2~* • A * X g.  
If (q, u, v, p) E H, x E 27", yeA* ,  write (q, xu, y) b--- (p, u, yv) and let ~- be the transitive 
reflexive closure of r. For a word w, M(w) = {y [ Sp EF, (qo, w, e) ~-  (p, e, e))and for a language 
L, M(L) = {y [ 3w eL, y E M(w)}. We call Ma finite-state ransduction; i fH _C Kx  27* x d + xK,  
then M is e-free. 
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Now each Lt is a nonterminal  bounded subset [10] of L 0 and each Rt is regular. 
Hence z, is a regular substitution and any language of the form rt(L~) u R, is a non-  
terminal bounded [7] subset of L 0 . Thus  if R is regular and L o n R _C ~-t(Ls) u R~, 
L 0 n R ~ (Tt(Ls) L) R~) n R is nonterminal  bounded. Our strategy is to show that 
either L 0 n R contains an IRS or there are s and t with L 0 t~ R _C z,(L~) u R , .  
We shall use the concept of "hi l ls" in the "graph" of a word in L o . 
DEFINITION 6. A word w in L o has a hi l l  o f  size r at y if w ---- xyz ,  y ~ L o and 
g(y)  = r. 
I f  we plot f (a )  against ] c~ I for a e Ink(w), then a hill of size r a ty  looks like Fig. 1. 
Notice that f (y )  = O, f (x )  = f (xy) ,  g(xv)  = f (x )  + r and xz  eL  o . 
Fro. 1. A hill of size r. 
DEFINITION 7. We say that w has disjoint hills at y and y '  if w ~ uyvy 'z  and 
w has hills at y and y'.  
First we want to argue that if the words in L 0 n R do not have too many "large" 
hills, then L 0 (~ R is nonterminal  bounded. The  lemma we need follows. 
LEMMA 1. Let  s, t ~ 1 and  w ~ L o . I f  w has at  most s disjoint hil ls o f  size t + l 
or larger, then w e 7t(Ls) u Rt .  
Proof.  I f  w has no hills of size t + 1 or larger, clearly w ~ Rt .  Suppose w has 
exactly s disjoint hills of size t + 1 or larger. It  suffices to show that w e -rt(L~). Notice 
that a hill of size t + 1 or greater contains a "subhi l l"  of size t + 1. 
Suppose 
w z x ly lx2y  2 ... xsysxs+ 1 , 
where each Yk is a hill of size t -+- 1 and w contains at most s disjoint hills of size 
t + 1 or greater. We define s "peaks" Pk and s -  1 "valleys" qk as follows. For 
1 ~h ~s ,  let Pk~f (x lY l " "xk)+g(Yk)  and let Yk~--Yk'Y~ where f (y~' )  = 
g(ye)  = t + 1. For 1 ~ k ~ s - -  1, let q~ = f (x ly l . . ,  xkyk)  + tz(Xk+~) and xk+l = 
p 
Xk+lXk+ 1 '  " where f (xk+l )  = /z(Xk+x). 
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It ! We define uk and v~ as follows. Let u~ = xly~'. I f  s > 1, let u, ---- x~y,  for 
2 ~ k ~ s and v~ : y~xk+ 1 for 1 ~ k < s. Let vs ~- ys o s+, Thus w = gay ~ "" u~vs 
factors w into local "peaks" and "valleys." Figure 2 contains a representation for 
x 1 
P2 
P1 
Yl x2 Y2 
F~6. 2. Peaks and valleys. 
P3 
x3 Y3 x~ 
First notice that qk is a valley between peaks t -k 1 steps above the local plateau, 
i.e., q~ ~ Min(p~ - -  (t -k 1), Pk+~ --  (t q- 1)). Formally, for 1 ~ k < s: 
tz(x~+x) ~ O, f (Yk )  = O, g(Yk) = t + 1, 
Pk = f(x~ "." xk) + g(y~) = f (x l  "'" x~y~) + g(y~) 
> f (x ,  -'- x~y~) + tz(x~+~) + g(y~) = q~ + (t + I), 
and 
Pk+l = f (x lY ,  "" x~ykx~+O + g(Yk+l) = f (x lYx  "" x~yk) + f(xk+x) + g(Yk+~) 
>/qk+t+l .  
Also note that/z(x~) = 0, for if/z(x~) ~- f (y)  < 0 for y ~ Init(x~), f (x ly l . . ,  xk'7) < 
f (x ly  1 ". x~ ' )~ qk-1, contradicting the choice of qk-1 as the minimum of 
f (x~y 1 ... x~_lyk_xe~ ) for a e Init(x~). Since y~ eLo ,  t~(u~) = t*(x'~yk') ---- 0. Similarly, 
f (x~')  ~ O, and f(v)  ~ 0 for any terminal substring 7 of v~. 
Now we wish to argue that f(u~) -~ g(u~v~+l) , i.e., u~ is a local peak. I f  we define 
9 ! r t x 1 = x x and x,+ 1 = xs+x, we can write u~v~ = xkykxk+ a . In  all cases, f (x~) >/0  
and f (xk ' )  <~ O. Suppose 7 e Init(ukvk) and g(u~vk) = f (y )  > f(uk).  Since f(u~) = 
f (x~yk')  =f (x~)+f (Yk ' )  -~f (x~)+ g(Yk), 7 cannot end within Yk but must end 
t 
either within x~ or within x~+ 1. 
r 
Suppose x~----yz. Then f(7) >f (uk)  =f(x~)+g(y~)~>t+ 1 and f ( z )  = 
f(uk) - -  f (Y )  - -  f (Y~')  < f (Y)  -- f (Y)  -- f (Yk ' )  = - - (t  + 1). Thus f increases by 
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more than t + 1 during ~, and decreases by more than t + 1 during z and so x~ = ~,z 
must  contain a hill of size t + 1. But then w contains s + 1 hills of size t + 1, a 
contradiction. On the other hand, if x~.+~ = a/3 and ), ---- x"~y~,  then 
f (cO : f (~)  - -  f(xT~y~') - -  f (y~)  = f (~)  - -  f (u~)  + f (y~' )  > t + 1 
and 
f ( f i )  -~ f (x ;y~x'~+l)  - -  f (x;y~o~) = f (x~+l ) - - f (a )  ~ - - f (a )  < - - ( t  + 1) 
and so aft contains a hill of size t + 1, a contradiction. Hence f (uk )  = g(ukv,) .  
Finally, we show that no u,  or v ,  can contain a hill of size t + 1 or greater. The  
arguments are similar, so suppose u~ = azf l  where z is a hill of size t + 1. Let  
t t  t t t  t t  u~ = x~y,  as before. We wish to argue that u,y~ = x~y~ contains two disjoint 
hills of size t + 1, contradicting the assumption on w. 
By the previous result, f (u~)  = g(u~v,)  >/ f (a )  + g(z).  Hence 
f ( f l )  = f (uk)  - -  f (a )  - -  f ( z )  = f (uk)  - -  f (a )  >~ g(z)  ~- t + 1. 
Also, f (y '~)  = - - f (Yk ' )  ~- - -g (Yk)  ~- - - ( t  + 1). Thus  fiy'~ contains a hill of size 
t + 1, azfly~ contains two and w contains s + 1, a contradiction. 
Now we know that each ue and v k contains only "smal l "  hills, hills in R t and we 
want to "p inch"  them out. Let  q0 ~ 0 = qs. Now 
P~ - -  qk-1 = f (x lY l  "" XkYk')  - -  f (X ly l  "'" Xk--~yk--~Xk') = f (x ;y ( )  = f (uk)  
and similarly f (v~)  -~ - - (Pk  - -  q~). Let  I k = Pk - -  qk-1, and r k -~ p~ - -  qk. Hence 
(l 1 + ... + Is) ~ (r 1 + "" + rs) and we can find factorizations: 
U k ~ ~lka~2ka . . .  o~zkka ~ 
v~ = ~. . .  ~ ,  
such that for 1 ~< m ~ Pk - -  qk-1, um~ ---- oqka " '  c~mka is the largest initial substr ing 
of un ending in a with f (um~) = m and for 1 ~ n <~ pn - -  qk-1 ,  vn~ = aflnn "'" dflr,~ 
is the largest terminal substring of v~ with f (v , ,~) = - -n ,  and starting with d. See 
Fig. 3 for an intuitive picture. 
Since f (u ,~)  ~ m, f(a,~k) ---- 0 for each m. Now /~(u~) >~ 0, so /~(alk ) ---- 0. For  
m >~ 2, if ~(a,,~k) -----/L(fl) < O, a~k = flY, either y ~ e and 
f (um~) = f(u<,~_l).u) + f(f l) < m - -  1 
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rk 
Y ~  ~2x 
qk 
Fro. 3. Small hills. 
or y = a 7' and f(u(,,_l). j3a ) <~ m --  1, in either case contradicting the definition 
of one of the un~. Hence/~(~m~) -~0 so amk ~ L0 is a hill in uk. Thus g(~mk) <~ t, 
so o~,~  R , .  By similar reasoning, each flm~ ~ Rt .  Hence ukv ~ ~ rt(aZk~ r~) and w -~ 
uav~ "" u~v~ c ~(a~ ... a~,~ ,) _c ~(L~). | 
The rest of the proof consists in showing that if there are words with many large 
hills, then L o n R has an infinite regular subset. En route we need a lemma which 
says that if a word in L 0 o R contains a large hill, there are words in L 0 n R with 
very large hills. 
LEMMA 2. Let R be regular. There is an integer n such that i f  w -~ xyz  is a word 
in L o ~ R with a hill of  size n or larger at y, then for any m ~ n, there is a y '  such that 
xy'z  is in L o n R with a hill of  size m or larger at y'.  
Proof. Since R is regular, there is a congruence relation E and an integer n such 
that there are exactly n equivalence classes of {a, if)* under E and R is the union 
of some of the equivalence classes [12]. Suppose w -~ xyz  eL  o n R and w has a 
hill of size n or greater at y. 
Now f (y )  -~ O, ~(y)  ~ 0 and g(y) -~ t ~ n. Thus for each /, 0 ~ 1 ~< t there 
is an initial substring y~ of y with f (y~) -~ 1 and a terminal substring Y:' with 
f(y~') = - - l  such that each y~ is an initial substring ofyt+ 1and y: '  a terminal substring 
ofy't+l, for l < t, and y -~ YtYt'. Since t />  n, there are r, s, p, q such that yrEy~+~, 
y~'Ey'~q and s, q ~ I. 
- -  ~ p t Let y -- y~uvz)9 with ),~+~ --  yru and y;+q = zy~'. Thus yrEy~u, so y~uEy~uu 
and y~Ey~u ~ for all 1, and similarly ~'Ez~y~ ' for all k. For any k, / ,  
yEyrutvzyj, ', yruZvzyv'Ey~u~vzky:o' 
57711012-6 
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and xy~utvz~y~'Ew, hich means xy~.u~vz~:y~ ' ~ R. For m ~ n, let l = mq and k = ms 
and y '  = y,.uutvzhzy~, '. Nowf(u)  = s and f ( z )  = --q. Then 
and 
f (y ' )  = f (y ,uvzyv ' )  + mqf(u) + msf(z)  f (y )  = 0 
g(y')  ~ f (y ,u )  + mqf(u) > m. 
Examining all possibilities for f (y )  with y E In it(y ' ) ,  we see that / z (y ' )  ) 0. Hence 
xy'z  ~ L o n R, y'  ~ L o and y '  is a hill of size greater than m. | 
LEMMA 3. Let R be regular. Either L o n R is nonterminal bounded or L o n R 
contains an infinite regular subset. 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2 there is an integer n and a congruence relation 
E with n equivalence classes, such that R is the union of some of the equivalence 
classes. I f  no word inL  0 n R contains more than n disjoint hills of size n + 1, then by 
Lemma 1, L 0 c3 R _C %(Ln) u Rn C L o and so L 0 c3 R = (.rn(Ln) L3 R~) n R is non- 
terminal bounded. 
Otherwise s 0 c3 R contains a word w = x ly  1 "" x,~+lyn+~xn+z such that each y,  
is a hill of size n + 1 or greater. Let  m = g(xlX 2 "" x~xn+l). By Lemma 2 we can 
"puf f "  up each hill to be of size larger than Max(n, m), so we may as well assume 
g(y~) > m as well as g(y,) > n. 
Thus  for 1 ~ i ~ n + 1, f (xxYt  "'" xi-ayi-lXi-1) + g(Y~) > m. Hence we can 
factor 3'i = u,vi such that f (x ty  1 "" Xi_lYi_lX~Ui) = m + 1. 
Since E has n equivalence classes, there are r, s, 1 ~< r < s ~ n + 1 such that 
x ly  1 ". xr_ iy,_ lurExlYl  "" Xs_lYs_lUs. 
Let  a = xxy I ... xr_lYr_lU r , [3 = VrXr+lYr+ 1 "'" X,_ly,_lU 8 , and y = v,x,+ly,+ 1 "'" 
Xn+lyn+lXn+2. Then f (a )  = f(~fi), so f( f l )  = O. Since ~fly ~ R and o~E~fl, afl*y C_ R.  
Hence afl*y is an infinite regular subset o fL  o ~ R. | 
Now we extend Lemma 3, first to finite state transductions o fL  0 , then to arbitrary 
one counter languages. 
THEOREM 1. A one counter language is either nonterminal bounded or else contains 
an infinite regular set. 
Proof. First we establish the result for languages of the form M(Lo) where M 
is an e-free finite state transduction (also called, an a-transducer mapping).  Since 
our proof  depends only on well-established properties of such mappings, we do not 
give formal definitions; details can be found in [4] or [5]. The  inverse of a finite state 
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transduction is a finite state transduction and finite state transductions preserve 
regularity, so if M maps {a, d}* into 2'*, the language 
R == M-a(X *) = {w [M(w) =/= ;~} 
is regular. Now M(Lo) = M(L  o (~ R). By Lemma 3, either L 0 n R is nonterminal 
bounded, and so is M(Lo) =- M(L  o t~ R) [7], or otherwise, L 0 N R contains an infinite 
regular subset R'  and since M(x) ~ ~ for x ~ R', and M is e-free, M(R')  is an infinite 
regular subset of M(Lo). 
In the general case, we can express an arbitrary one counter language L as L = r(R) 
where R C 27* is regular, r is a substitution, and for each a ~ Z, r(a) ~ ~,  e 6 r(a), 
and there is an e-free finite state transduction M a with r(a) = Ma(Lo) [10, 5]. We 
can also assume R ~ ~*aZ'* =# ~ for each a ~ ~. 
Suppose R is infinite. I f  we select a word w a in each r(a) and let h be the homo- 
morphism h(a) = w~, then h(R) is an infinite regular subset of L = r(R). 
Suppose R is finite. If  each r(a) is nonterminal bounded, so is L [6]. Otherwise, 
suppose r(a) is not nonterminal bounded and xay ~ R. By our previous argument, 
r(a) contains an infinite regular subset R a and so h(x)R~h(y) is an infinite regular 
subset of L. | 
COROLLARY 1. A multiparenthesis language is a one counter language only if  it 
is nonterminal bounded. 
Proof. A multiparenthesis language cannot contain an infinite regular set [11]. 
COROLLARY 2. Every generator of the family of one counter languages must contain 
an infinite regular set. 
Proof. The language L o is a one counter language that is not nonterminal bounded 
[10] or even derivation bounded [13, 14]; hence no generator can be nonterminal 
bounded. 
THEOREM 2. I f  a language L belongs to the substitution closure of the linear and 
one counter languages, either L contains an infinite regular set or L is derivation bounded. 
Proof. Notice that if L~ ~ ~-(L1), L 1 C 27", r is a substitution, and for each a E 27, 
~-(a) =/6 ~,  r(a) ~ {e), and L 1 t~ Z:*a2;* :/: ~ ,  then L 2 contains an infinite regular 
set if either L 1 or any ~-(a) does. If L is in 5 f, then we can express L as 
L == ~h(~'2('-" zn(L1)"') where each ~-i is a substitution satisfying the conditions 
above and L 1 and each %(a) is either linear or one counter. IfL~ or any %(a) contains 
an infinite regular set, then L does. Otherwise, by Theorem l, L 1 and each 7i(a) 
is nonterminal bounded and afort ior i  derivation bounded and hence L is derivation 
bounded. | 
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COROLLARY 3. I f  a multiparenthesis language is in the substitution closure of the 
linear and the one counter languages, then it is derivation bounded. 
None of the languages L t , generated by S --+ aSK, S ~ aSS~, S --~ a~, L 2 , 
generated by S --~ aSSd,  S -~ a~, and L 3 generated by S ~ assd, S -+ dSSa,  S --+ b 
contains an infinite regular set or is derivation bounded. Hence none of these languages 
is in 5#. As it happens, they are all generators of the family of context-free languages, 
and hence cannot be in 5:  [16]. 
We have uncovered a large class of context-free semiAFLs and AFLs  whose 
generators or generating sets can never satisfy the IRS condition, those contained 
in 5 r - -  ~ .  It  might be interesting to locate a large class of context-free families 
who must contain a generating set meeting the IRS condition. 
Remark. Every generator of the one counter languages must contain an infinite 
regular set and cannot be derivation bounded [13, 14]. There are many one counter 
languages which are neither generators nor derivation bounded. One entertaining 
example is the complement of a Dyck set. I f  T----{a I ,..., an,  d 1 ,..., d,} and D,  
is the language generated by S- -~SS,  S - -~e,  S - -~a~Sdi ,  i=  1 .... ,n,  then 
T* - -  D .  = h-l({a, a)* --  Lo) U T*aih-l(Lo) a~T* for h(ai) = a, 
l<t,j<n 
and h(ai) = d, i = 1 .... , n. Hence T* - -  Dn is a one counter language. 
Although Conjecture 1 is false, the following still seem plausible [16]. 
Conjecture 2. Every multiparenthesis language which is not derivation bounded 
is a generator of the family of context-free languages. 
Conjecture 3. A language L meeting the IRS condition is either derivation bounded 
or is a generator of the family of context-free languages. 
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